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This talk is

• a hindsight on why Spark matters to non-engineers 
too



Every company aspires to 
be more data-driven

• What is involved? 

• Analytics 

• Deep dives 

• Explorations 

• on production data real time with speed



Common implementation

• Hire more data scientists, turn them into SQL 
monkeys



Problem

• everyone should have be able to dig into data 

• long innovation cycle 

• monkeys do not last



Truly data-driven

• Say NO to job descriptions 

• easier said than done



How to throw out job 
descriptions



Friction = Bad 
Less friction = Less bad

• Most in your company want answers from data 

• Most in your company are capable of finding 
answers from data, given the right tool 

• Your goal is to find that tool that minimizes friction 
to data 



Biggest friction to data

• Lack of speed 

• Imagine your favorite search engine’s SLA is… 10 
seconds



Experiment
• Kill the SQL monkey by turning everyone into their 

own SQL monkeys 

• Give PMs, designers and everyone access to 
Databricks. 

• Fail fast. Learn from examples. Visualize. Inspect. 
Fail again. Iterate. 

• You have to trust your team to be capable. Give 
them the tool and they shall learn to be data-driven.



Experiment Results

• Everyone spends time with data, forms their own 
insights, and no longer needs a crutch to explore 

• Data scientists* focus on building data products 

• feature engineering etc also benefits from speed 

• Much shorter innovation cycle.
* disclaimer: very liberal definition throughout



What did we learn

• Every company aspires to be data-driven. You hire 
SQL monkeys. Wrong. 

• Democratize thou data by removing friction. Speed 
should be top on your list. 

• #SQLMonkeyEveryone


